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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates syntactic and sub-lexical features in Turk-
ish discriminative language models (DLMs). DLM is a feature-
based language modeling approach. It reranks the ASR outputwith
discriminatively trained feature parameters. Syntactic information
is incorporated into DLM as part-of-speech (PoS) tagn-gram fea-
tures and head-to-head dependency relations. Sub-lexicalunits are
first utilized as language modeling units in the baseline recognizer.
Then, sub-lexical features are used to rerank the sub-lexical hypothe-
ses. We explore features, similar to syntactic features, onsub-lexical
units to reveal the implicit morpho-syntactic informationconveyed
by these units. We find out that DLM yields more improvement for
sub-lexical units than for words. Basic sub-lexicaln-gram features
result in 0.6% reduction over the baseline and morpho-syntactic fea-
tures yield an additional 0.4% reduction on the test set.

Index Terms— language modeling, automatic speech recogni-
tion, discriminative training, sub-lexical recognition units

1. INTRODUCTION

Turkish, being an agglutinative language with rich morphology,
presents a challenge for automatic speech recognition (ASR) sys-
tems. Its agglutinative nature leads to a high number of out-of-
vocabulary (OOV) words which degrade the ASR accuracy. To
handle the OOV problem, vocabularies composed of sub-lexical
units have been proposed for agglutinative languages. Sub-lexical
vocabularies result in higher recognition accuracies thanword vo-
cabularies for Turkish [1].

In state-of-the-art ASR systems, language model parameters are
estimated from a text corpus with maximum likelihood estimation.
DLMs, trained on ASR transcriptions, are proposed as a comple-
mentary approach to this baseline model [2]. Discriminative train-
ing of language models has been shown to improve the performance
of ASR systems partly due to optimizing the model parameterswith
respect to the objection function directly related to word error rate
(WER) and partly due to incorporating relevant informationsources
such as morphology and syntax into the language modeling [3,4, 5].
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In this paper we make use of both sub-lexical recognition units
and discriminative training in Turkish language models. Inour DLM
approach, first relevant information obtained from the baseline ASR
system is encoded as features. Then, feature parameters arediscrim-
inatively trained using training samples and utilized to rerankN -best
hypotheses. The basic features in the models aren-grams. Morphol-
ogy and syntax are also important information sources for language
modeling. Therefore better improvements can be achieved with the
addition of morphological and syntactic features to basicn-grams.
Our previous research [3] has shown the effectiveness of morpholog-
ical features on Turkish DLM and we investigate syntactic features
in this paper. Syntactic information is obtained from the ASR hy-
potheses by the help of morphological and syntactic tools [6, 7, 8].

In our sub-lexical DLM approach, first sub-lexical units areuti-
lized as language modeling items in the baseline recognizer. Then,
features obtained from the output of this recognizer are incorporated
into DLM to rerank theN -best sub-lexical hypotheses. Generating
the training data for DLM makes use of the baseline language model.
Therefore, there can be an interaction between language modeling
units and discriminative training. Using word features on word hy-
potheses and using sub-lexical features on sub-lexical hypotheses
allow us to investigate this interaction.

Linguistic information has been shown to be useful in feature-
based language models [3, 4, 5, 9]. However, obtaining linguistic
information from sub-lexical hypotheses is not trivial, since the
morphological and syntactic tools can not be directly applied to
sub-lexical units. Therefore we explore features, similarto syntactic
word features, on sub-lexical hypotheses to reveal the morpho-
syntactic information conveyed by sub-lexical units.

The main contributions of this paper are; (i) syntactic informa-
tion is incorporated into Turkish DLM; (ii) effect of language model-
ing units on DLM is investigated; (iii) morpho-syntactic information
is explored when using sub-lexical units. The next section summa-
rizes the language models utilized in our research. Section3 explains
the syntactic and sub-lexical DLM feature sets. Experiments and re-
sults are presented in Section 4 and Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. LANGUAGE MODELS

2.1. Sub-lexical language models

In this approach, the recognition lexicon is composed of sub-lexical
units instead of words. Sub-words in the lexicon are capableof
covering most of the words of a language, thus addressing theOOV
problem and leading to a decrease in WER. Grammatically-derived
units, stems, affixes or their groupings, and statistically-derived
units, morphs, have both been proposed as lexical items for Turkish
ASR [1]. Morphs are learned statistically from words by the Morfes-
sor algorithm [10]. Morfessor uses a Minimum Description Length



Kent genel +inde devriye hizmet +leri de arttır +ılacak ·

Kent genelinde devriye hizmetleri de arttırılacak ·

The city throughout patrol services also will be increased ·

Kent genel +inde devriye hizmet +leri de arttır +ılacak ·MORPH:
WORD:
GLOSS:
ROOT:
PoS:
IG:

[kent] [genel] [devriye] [hizmet] [de] [art] ·

[Noun] [Noun] [Noun] [Noun] [Conj] [Verb] [Punc]
[A3sg+Pnon+Nom] [A3sg+P3sg+Loc] [A3sg+Pnon+Nom] [A3pl+P3sg+Nom] [-] [Caus]̂DB [Pass+Pos+Fut+A3sg] [-]
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Fig. 1. Dependency tree of a morph hypothesis sentence. It means “Patrol services will also be increased throughout the city”.

principle to learn a sub-word lexicon in an unsupervised manner.
Morphs have been shown to outperform words and grammatically-
derived units [1], therefore they are used as the sub-lexical approach
in this paper.

In morph-based language models, all the words in the text cor-
pus are split into morphs and generative language models aretrained
as if the morphs are words. After decoding, morph sequences are
converted to words. A marker, “+”, is attached to the non-initial
morphs to facilitate this conversion (See Figure 1). Note that morph
sequences do not always yield grammatically correct Turkish words.

2.2. Discriminative language models (DLMs)

DLM is a complementary approach to the baseline language model.
In contrast to the generative language model, it is trained on acoustic
sequences with their transcripts to optimize discriminative objective
functions using both positive (reference transcriptions)and negative
(recognition errors) examples.

The first step in DLM is to generate the training data which con-
sists of lattices orN -best lists. DLM is a feature-based language
modeling approach. Therefore, each candidate hypothesis in DLM
training data is represented as a feature vector of the acoustic in-
put, x, and the candidate hypothesis,y. The first element of this
vector,Φ0(x, y), is defined as the “log-probability ofy in the lat-
tice produced by the baseline recognizer for utterancex”. The word
n-grams [2], morphological relations [3, 4] and syntactic dependen-
cies [5] can be used as the other features. These features aredefined
as the number of times a particularn-gram, relation or dependency is
seen in the candidate hypothesis. Example word and morph bigram
features from Figure 1 are as follows.

Φi(x, y) = Number of times “hizmetleri de” is seen iny
Φj(x, y) = Number of times “hizmet +leri” is seen iny
ᾱ is the vector of parameters associated with the features. The

parameters are discriminatively estimated using the perceptron algo-
rithm (See [2]). Under this model, the best hypothesis maximizes the
inner product of the feature and the parameter vectors (Φ(x, y) · ᾱ).

3. FEATURE SETS FOR DLM

We use word and sub-lexicaln-grams as the basic features and in-
vestigate morphological, syntactic features on words, andmorpho-
syntactic features on sub-lexical units. These feature sets will be ex-
plained using Figure 1 and Table 1. Dependency relations between
words and English gloss, PoS tag, root and Inflectional Groups (IGs)
of each word are given in Figure 1.

3.1. Morphological Features

Morphological features are obtained with a Turkish morphological
analyzer [6]. As was given in the last line of Figure 1, morphologi-
cal feature sequences are separated byD̂B symbol which denotes the

derivation boundaries. These sequences are called the IGs.The mor-
phological analyzer [6] analyzes thei’th word, wi, as a root,ri, and
a sequence of IGs, given as
wi = ri +IGi,1 + D̂B + ...+IGi,j + D̂B + ...+IGi,ni whereIGi,j
andIGi,ni are thej’th and the last IGs ofwi respectively. Morpho-
logical features for Turkish have already been investigated in [3]. In
this paper we experiment with the same set of features to compare
their performance with syntactic features1. Morphological features
are root n-grams and IG pairs from the last IG of a word and any IGs
of the next word. These features are illustrated in Table 1.

3.2. Syntactic Features

Syntax is an important information source for language modeling
due to its role in sentence formation. Syntactic information has been
incorporated into generative [11] and feature-based [5, 9]language
models. The success of these approaches leads us to investigate syn-
tactic features for Turkish DLM.

To obtain syntactic features, first all the words in theN -best lists
are analyzed with the morphological analyzer [6]. Then, multiple
analyses are disambiguated [7] and dependency trees of hypothesis
sentences are derived using the dependency parser [8]. Thisis a
classifier-based deterministic parser utilizing IGs as theparsing units
to obtain the word dependencies. Here, it is important to note that
hypothesis sentences contain recognition errors. However, the parser
generates the best possible relations even for incorrect hypotheses.

We investigate similar feature definitions with [5]. We use PoS
tag (denoted byti for wi) n-grams and head-to-head (H2H) depen-
dency relations between lexical items or their PoS tags as the syn-
tactic features. PoS tag features are utilized in an effort to obtain
class-based generalizations that may capture well-formedness ten-
dencies. H2H dependency relations are utilized since presence of a
word or morpheme can depend on the presence of another word or
morpheme in the same sentence and this information is represented
in the dependency relations. The syntactic features are illustrated in
Table 1. The dependency relations betweeni’th andk’th words and
their PoS tags are denoted byDR(wi, wk) andDR(ti, tk) respec-
tively. For instance the feature notation H2H(tw) corresponds to the
dependency relation between the PoS tag of one of words and the
other word,DR(ti, wk), and the PoS tag and word pair,i.e., (IN-
TENSIFIER [Conj] hizmetleri) for the phrase “hizmetleri de”.

3.3. Sub-lexical Features

The advantage of the statistical morphs compared to their grammat-
ical counterparts is that they do not require linguistic knowledge for
segmenting words into sub-lexical units. As a result morphsdo not
convey explicit linguistic information like grammatical morphemes.
In Section 3.2, syntactic generalizations are considered with PoS

1The baseline system and amount of the DLM training data in this paper
are different than the ones in [3].



Table 1. Feature sets utilized in the experiments. Features are defined asΦi(x, y) = Number of times a “feature template” is seen iny
Descriptions Notations Feature Templates Examples of the Feature Templates
Basic word and sub-lexical features

Word unigrams, bigrams W(1), W(2) (wi), (wi−1wi) (hizmetleri), (himetleri de)
Morph unigrams, bigrams M(1), M(2) (mi), (mi−1mi) (hizmet), (himet +leri)

Morphological features
Root unigrams, bigrams R(1), R(2) (ri), (ri−1ri) (hizmet), (hizmet de)
IG unigrams, pairs IG(1), IG(2) (IGi,j), (IGi−1,lastIGi,j) ([A3pl+P3sg+Nom]), ([A3pl+P3sg+Nom][-])

Syntactic features
PoS unigrams, bigrams PoS(1), PoS(2) (ti), (ti−1ti) ([Noun]), ([Noun] [Conj])
H2H between words H2H(ww) (DR(wi, wk)wiwk) (INTENSIFIER de hizmetleri)
H2H between PoS tags and words H2H(tw) (DR(ti, wk)tiwk) (INTENSIFIER [Conj] hizmetleri)
H2H between words and PoS tags H2H(wt) (DR(wi, tk)witk) (INTENSIFIER de [Noun])
H2H between tags H2H(tt) (DR(ti, tk)titk) (INTENSIFIER [Conj] [Noun])

Sub-lexical (morpho-syntactic) features
Clustering (Brown et al.) unigrams, bigrams CB (1), CB (2) (ci), (ci−1ci)
Clustering (MED) unigrams, bigrams CMED(1), CMED(2) (ci), (ci−1ci)
Long distance triggers MLD(2) (mi,kmj,l) wherej > i (hizmet de), (hizmet +ılacak)

tag and H2H features. Since this information is not directlyac-
quired from morphs, we focus on exploring representative features of
morpho-syntactic information using data driven approaches. Since
Turkish is a prefix-free language, we make an analogy betweenini-
tial morphs and roots and between non-initial morphs and suffixes.

3.3.1. Clustering of sub-lexical units
One way of information extraction from morphs is to convert them
into words and to apply the same procedure with words. However,
this indirect approach tends to fail when concatenation of morph se-
quences does not generate grammatically correct words. In addition,
it contradicts with the main idea of statistical morphs – obtaining
sub-lexical units without any linguistic tools. Therefore, this section
focuses on obtaining syntactic information, similar to PoStags of
words, directly from morph sequences. This is achieved via group-
ing morphs that have similar functions. We apply two hierarchical
clustering approaches on morphs to obtain meaningful groupings.
The first one is Brown et al.’s algorithm [12] which aims to cluster
words into semantically-based or syntactically-based groupings by
maximizing the average mutual information of adjacent classes. The
second approach utilizes minimum edit distance (MED) as thesimi-
larity function in bottom-up clustering. In our application we modify
MED to softly penalize the substitutions and deletions due to vowel
and consonant harmony, and consonant drop rules of Turkish.The
motivation in this modification is to group morphs that are similar
in lexical form in addition to surface form. This clusteringis only
meaningful for non-initial morphs since graphemic similarity of ini-
tial morphs does not reveal any linguistic information. Features are
illustrated in Table 1 (ci represents the cluster of thei’th morph,mi).

3.3.2. Long distance triggers
We also investigate long distance triggers, similar to the trigger fea-
tures in [13, 14], between morph pairs. Considering initialmorphs
as stems and non-initial morphs as suffixes, we assume that the ex-
istence of a morph can trigger another morph in the same sentence.
In a word hypothesis, the dependency relations can be good syn-
tactic trigger pairs. Since these relations are not directly extracted
from morph sequences, we extract all the morph pairs betweenthe
morphs of any two words in a sentence as the candidate morph trig-
gers. Among the possible candidates, we try to select only the pairs
where morphs are occurring together for a special function.This is
formulated with hypothesis testing where null hypothesis (H0) rep-
resents the independence and the alternative hypothesis (H1) repre-
sents the dependence assumptions of morphs in the pairs [15]. The
pairs with higher likelihood ratios (log L(H1)

L(H0)
) are assumed to be the

morph triggers and utilized as features. Feature template is given in
Table 1 wheremi,k represents thek’th morph of thei’th word.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Baseline ASR system

The baseline ASR system was developed with AT&T tools for au-
tomatic transcription of Turkish broadcast news (BN) [1]. We used
a 200K word vocabulary, resulting in a 2% OOV rate, and a 76K
morph vocabulary, resulting in full coverage2 on the test data. Turk-
ish web corpus [7] (182.3M words) and the reference transcriptions
of the acoustic training data (1.8M words) were utilized in language
modeling. Generative language models were built and linearly in-
terpolated using the SRILM toolkit3. The best results were obtained
with 3-gram word and4-gram morph language models. Results for
the held-out set (3.1 hours) are given in Tables 2 and 3. A separate
test set (3.3 hours) is used for the final evaluations.

4.2. DLM Results

DLM training data, 50-best lists, for words and morphs were gener-
ated by decoding the acoustic model training data (188 hours) with
the baseline ASR systems. Language model over-training wascon-
trolled via 12-fold cross validation. Feature parameters were trained
with the perceptron algorithm in 1-3 iterations.α0 parameter and
the number of iterations were optimized on the held-out set.

The results of DLM experiments on word hypotheses for the
held-out set are given in Table 2. Here “Feats” represents the num-
ber of features extracted from the50-best lists. The number of fea-
tures with non-zero weights after the parameter training isdenoted
by “ActFeats”.n-gram features up to trigrams are tried for words and
roots. However bigrams and trigrams do not give any improvements
over unigrams. Word, root and IG features give gains over thebase-
line error. These gains are consistent with the ones reported in [3].
Then, we utilize syntactic features together with word features. PoS
tags yield additive 0.4% improvement on top of the gain obtained
with word unigrams. Dependency features, H2H(all)4, are incorpo-
rated into word and PoS tag features. However, the performance
is degraded most probably due to the data sparsity problems with
5.8M features. In addition, only H2H(tt) features are incorporated
into the same set to see the effect of PoS tag dependencies together
with PoS tagn-grams. However, no improvement is achieved. The
best performing feature set on the held-out word hypotheses, R(1) +
IG(1,2), reduces the test set error from 23.4% to 22.7% (significant
atp < 0.001 as measured by the NIST MAPSSWE test).

2A word is considered as OOV if it can not be generated by any combi-
nation of the morphs in the vocabulary.

3http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/
4H2H(all) = H2H(ww) + H2H(wt) + H2H(tw) + H2H(tt)



Table 2. Results on word50-best hypotheses for the held-out set.
Feats(x103) ActFeats(x103) WER(%)∆WER

Baseline word-based ASR - - 24.1 -
W(1) 154.9 51.2 23.8 0.3
R(1) 34.3 12.9 23.4 0.7
R(1) + IG(1,2) 167.9 57.0 23.3 0.8
W(1)+PoS(1,2) 155.7 60.6 23.4 0.7
W(1)+PoS(1,2)+H2H(tt) 157.5 66.7 23.4 0.7
W(1)+PoS(1,2)+H2H(all) 5783.6 1152.5 23.6 0.5

The results of DLM experiments on sub-lexical hypotheses are
given in Table 3. As with the word and root features, bigrams and
trigrams do not introduce any gains over unigrams, moreoverthey
degrade the performance of the unigram features. DLM yieldsmore
improvement for morphs than for words with basicn-gram features
(See Tables 2 and 3). Then, we incorporate syntactic features into
morph unigrams. We both experiment with PoS tags of concate-
nated morph sequences and automatically derived morpho-syntactic
clusters. SRILM toolkit is used for clustering with Brown etal.’s al-
gorithm and 50 classes are generated from the morph corpora.Clus-
tering with MED similarity is only applied to non-initial morphs and
all initial morphs are assigned to the same cluster, resulting in to-
tally 5186 clusters. Then-gram features obtained from the PoS tags
of morph sequences and automatic clustering approaches give addi-
tional 0.4% and 0.3% significant improvements on top of the gain
obtained with morph unigram features. Long distance trigger fea-
tures are extracted from the oracle and 1-best morph hypotheses and
incorporated into morph unigrams. However no additional gain is
achieved. The best performing feature set on the held-out morph hy-
potheses, M(1)+PoS(1,2), reduces the test set error from 22.4% to
21.4% (significant atp < 0.001).

5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This paper reveals important and interesting results on Turkish
DLM. First, unigrams are shown to be effective for obtainingsig-
nificant gains on the baseline and increasing then-gram context
does not introduce any further gain. Considering that the perceptron
training penalizes features associated with the current 1-best and
rewards features associated with the oracle, the success ofword
unigram features can be explained as adaptation of the language
model with the perceptron algorithm [16]. The language model
interpolation constant is optimized on the held-out set before lattice
generation. However, DLM provides a better optimization than
the linear interpolation. Second, it is shown that DLM with ba-
sic features yields more improvement for morphs than for words.
This demonstrates the superiority of sub-lexical units also in DLM.
Third, morpho-syntactic clusters yield 1.1% significant gain over
the baseline. It is interesting that this gain is obtained independent
of the clustering approach, showing the effectiveness of the n-gram
features that capture the generalizations of the training data.

Neither H2H nor morph dependencies give any improvements.
Morph triggers are just a brute-force attempt to incorporate longer
distance morph relations. However, H2H dependencies are linguis-
tically motivated, therefore they are expected to be more effective
in DLM. One possible problem is that the parser generates thebest
possible dependency relations even for incorrect hypotheses, as a re-
sult, it may not provide good negative examples for discrimination.
Therefore, we will investigate a better way of incorporating longer
distance information into DLM in our future research.

Our final observation is that the high number of features are
masking the expected gains of the proposed features, mostlydue
to the sparseness of the observations per parameter. This will make
feature selection a crucial issue for our future research.

Table 3. Results on morph50-best hypotheses for the held-out set.
Feats(x103) ActFeats(x103 ) WER(%)∆WER

Baseline morph-based ASR - - 22.9 -
M(1) 45.9 20.1 22.1 0.8
M(1,2) 2272.7 241.3 22.4 0.5
M(1)+PoS(1,2) 46.7 22.2 21.7 1.2
M(1)+CB (1,2) 48.5 24.2 21.8 1.1
M(1)+CMED(1,2) 95.1 28.5 21.8 1.1
M(1)+MLD(2) 46.9 21.5 22.2 0.7
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